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Abstract
Based on the Apollo-era J-2 that powered the second and third stages of the Saturn V, the current J-2X is the liquid hydrogen and oxygen high-
altitude rocket engine in development for both the Ares I Upper Stage and Ares V Earth Departure Stage. During my summer 2009 internship, J-2X
was at a stage in its design maturity where verification testing needed to be considered for the benefit of adequate test facility preparation. My task
was to focus on gimbal requirements and gimbal related hot-fire test plans. Facility capabilities were also of interest, specifically for hot-fire testing
slated to occur at test stands A-1, A-2, and A-3 at Stennis Space Center (SSC) in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. Gimbal requirements and stage interface
conditions were investigated by applying a top-to-bottom systems engineering approach, which involved system level requirements, engine level
requirements from both government and engine contractor perspectives, component level requirements, and the J-2X to Upper Stage and Earth
Departure Stage interface control documents. Previous hydrogen and oxygen liquid rocket engine gimbal verification methods were researched for a
glimpse at lessons learned. Discussion among the J-2X community affected by gimballing was organized to obtain input relative to proper
verification of their respective component. Implementing suggestions such as gimbal pattern, angulated dwell time, altitude testing options, power
level, and feed line orientation, I was able to match tests to test stands in the A Complex at SSC. Potential test capability gaps and risks were
identified and pursued. The culmination of all these efforts was to coordinate with SSC to define additional facility requirements for both the A-3
altitude test stand that is currently under construction and the A-1 sea level test stand which is being renovated.
A-1 Test Facility
•Built during Apollo era for J-2 
testing
•Currently being remodeled
•Sea level test stand, no altitude 
simulation
•Regen nozzle only
•Primary power level only
•Feedline clocking same as US
•Unlimited gimbal dwell
A-3 Test Facility
•Designed specifically for J-2X 
testing
•Currently under construction
•Altitude testing to .16 psia
•Full nozzle extension
•Primary and secondary 
power level
•Feedline clocking different 
than US, under review
•No gimbal dwell
SSME testing at A-1
Concept of A-3
J-2X Engine Test Facilities
J-2X Component Gimbal Requirements
Gimbal Bearing
•Verify 5 degree gimbal pattern
•Verify gimbal rate of 5 deg/sec
General
•Duty Cycles
•Induced Environment
Inlet Ducting
•Measure pressure drop over inlet 
ducts at fully gimballed position at 
both power levels
•Examine flow induced vibration at 
various gimbal positions
Turbomachinery
•Verify environment by 
gimballing slowly in largest 
allowable circle at both power 
levels and at extremes of run 
box
Combustion Devices
•Verify Main Combustion 
Chamber  and joint between 
regen nozzle and nozzle 
extension by gimballing to worst 
case stress patterns determined 
by analysis
Stennis Facility 
Requirements
•Pattern
•Rate
•Drift
•Dwell
•Hydraulics
•Controls
Lessons Learned
•J-2
•SSME
•RS-68
Detailed Verification
Records
Test Plans
Thrust Vector 
Control Actuators A-3 construction progress
J-2X
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